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Abstract

When we read printed text, we continuously predict the follow words in order to integrate
information and direct future eye movements to forthcoming words. Thus the Predictability
has become one the most important variables when explaining human behavior and infor-
mation processing during reading. In this study we present results of word predictability in
long Spanish texts, estimated from human responses in a massive web-based task. We used
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) as a way to estimate human-based predictability values
computationally. We validated the human estimation of predictability with local and global
properties of the text, and we showed that LSA-distance on adequate timescale captures
some semantic aspects of the prediction.

1 Introduction

One of the most challenging paradoxes in human cognition is that, although we sample the
environment in a very discrete manner, both in space and time, we perceive both as continuous
and smooth. This is done by continuously integrating the past and predicting the upcoming
stimuli. A special case of this capacity is used in reading, where humans move their eyes word-
by-word. Future eye movements through the text are planned, based on expectancy of the
upcoming words. Thus, the Predictability has become one the most important variables when
explaining eye movements and information processing in reading [10, 16, 6, 7, 15]. The classical
approach to measure Predictability in neurolinguistics studies is asking participants to complete
a sentence with the word they believe that follows. This simple task is called Cloze-Task [18]. A
caveat with this measure is that it’s very expensive in time and effort. During the last decade,
several computational alternatives have been proposed and evaluated to understand and replace
the Cloze-Task’s Predictability measure. For example: The pure brute force while estimating
Transition Probabilities [5, 9, 12], pure semantic relatedness measures as Latent Semantic Analysis
[11, 14, 13], or pure grammar based measures as Surprisal [1, 2, 4]. But, none of them has
been completely successful. The main reason of this is probably because humans make use of a
combination of various features to predict the following word. A good model that approximates
the Predictability could give us not only a cheaper way to estimate and use the Predictability in
neurolinguistics studies, but also an insight on how the brain uses those semantic and syntactic
queues in the process. Finally, brain inspired prediction of the forthcoming word could be used
to improve aid typing applications, as for example currently used in cell phones.
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InthepresentworkwefirstaimedtomeasurethePredictabilityinanSpanishcorpusofshort
stories(forwhichwealsohadthemeasuresofeyemovementsinaseparatestudy).Andthen,we
aimedtofindabetterestimationofthePredictability,incorporatingnewmeasuresfromlarger
corpus,andcombiningtheexistingmeasures.

2 Massive measuresinhumans

AsastartingpointwemeasuretheCloze-taskPredictabilityinhumanbehaviorasitisusually
doneinpsycholinguisticsstudies,inordertogetafaircomparisonwithpreviousbibliography.
Sinceweusecorpusinwhichwealsohavemeasuresofeyemovementswhileparticipantsread
thosetexts,wecancomparenotonlywithhumansawarereportsofPredictabilitybutalsowith
humanunawareeyemovementsduringreading.

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Clozetask measuresofPredictability

ThetraditionalmeasureofPredictabilityinhumansisperformedusingamodifiedClozetask.
Participantshavetoreadanincompletesentenceandreporttheword.Forexample,participants
read“Iwanttoclimba...........”,andtheyreportasinglewordforthatblankspace. Then
thePredictabilityofawordgiventhatcontextisdefineddividingthenumberofreportsofthat
wordoverthetotalnumberofreports. Afterthereport,thesentenceiscompleteduntilthe
followingmissingword. Aminimumnumberofresponses(oftheorderofN=10)isneededfor
eachindividualword.Forincreasinglylongtextsthistaskbecomesquicklyimpractical.
ThePredictabilityoftheoriginalwordisfinallycalculatedasthenumberofresponsesthat

matchedthatwordoverallresponses,thusPredictabilityrangesbetween0and1.Butbecause
itisusuallyaccumulatedaroundvaluesnearzero,thePredictabilityistypicallypresentedasthe

logittransformation:logit(p)=log p
1 p .

2.1.2 Implementationintheweb
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Theeightstoriesincludedinourcorpusareabout3300wordslong(range:1975-4640). First
weselectasubsetoftargetwords(range:836-2559)pertextthatwereselectedbasedona
separateeyemovementstudy(weexcludedfirstandlastwordofeachsentence,firstandlast
wordofeachline,andwordsthatwererepeatedmorethan10timesineachthetext). Weend
upwith12289targetwordstoevaluate. Henceweneedabout 120000reportstobeableto
estimatethepredictabilityofallourtargetwords. Thistaskislargelyimpracticaltoperform
inlaboratoryconditions. Weimplementeditasanon-linegameplatform(Figure1,Upper-left).
Eachparticipantcompletedbetween50and125wordsineachtext,whichcorrespondstoone
wordeveryabout37presentedwords.Thedistributionofinter-responsetimehasareasonable
log-normaldistribution(Figure1,Lower-left),withamodeat11seconds,whichcorrespondto
areadingspeedoftheorderof200wordsperminute.
WeusedamodifiedDjangotemplate,whichusedaPosgredatabasefordatastorage. A

TwitterBootstrapframeworkwasusedtoimprovethegraphicaldesign,toconferamodernview
tothesite. Wespreadthelinkthroughvariousmailinglists(Googlegroups,privatecontacts,
etc.)anddifferentsocialnetworks(Facebook,Twitter,etc). Aprizeof200Argentineanpesos
wasraffledeverytwoweeksamongtheparticipants,andthewinnerswereannouncedbye-mail
andinthesocialnetworks.Theresponsesaremostlydrivenbytheseannouncements(Figure1,
Lower-right,verticaldashedlinescorrespondtothedatesofthedraws).Uptodate,965subjects
haveloggedin,atotalof107000wordswerecompleted. Wehave1184completedtexts(we
considerthatatextis”complete”ifmorethan50%ofthetargetwordswereanswered)(Figure
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Figure 1: General description of the web experiment. Upper-left: A screenshot of the web
interface. Upper-right: Number of text completed (and started) by each participant. Lower-left:
Histogram of the inter-response time. Lower-right: Number of responses vs time.

1, Upper-right). Currently, 5 out of the 8 stories have enough data for us to begin the statistical
analysis.

2.2 Results and discussion

As it usually happens with every single feature that characterize a word, it covariates with many
other features. Two of the most common features are the word Frequency and the word length,
which present a strong correlation: most frequent words tend to be also short words. Predictabil-
ity is also expected to have strong correlations with other features of the words. We estimate
the Frequency of the word in the lexicon from the LEXESP corpus [17]. As expected, the
Predictability increases with the Frequency, indicating that participants tend to report more Fre-
quent words (Figure 2, Upper-left). On the other hand, shorter words are more predictable than
longer words, which is also expected from previous works (Figure 2, Upper-right). Interestingly,
although shifted, Content and Function words have nearly the same behavior.

Previous works in the fields of reading and linguistics focused their attention to Predictability
of words in sentences. In this study we used larger texts (of around 3000 words), thus we can
evaluate other factors that affects the Predictability. Two of those factors that potentially affect
the Predictability are the Repetition and the relative position of the word in the text [8]. Results
show that the Repetition strongly influenced the Predictability (Figure 2, Lower-left). It increases
with the repetition number, with a larger slope for the first five words and the it seems to reach
a plateau. This effect is weaker for the Function words, which presented a smaller slope. These
effects are not observed in for the relative position of the word in the text (Figure 2, Lower-right),
indicating that the effect of repetition (that a priori is tightly correlated with the position in the
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Figure 2: Predictability as function of local and global word properties, for content and function
words.

text) holds by itself.
The grammatical category of a word also plays a role (Table 1). Whether the missing word

is a Noun or a Preposition, the clues used to predict it are most certainly different in nature.
Conjunctions and Prepositions are probably predicted using strong syntactical clues, which leads
to high values of Predictability. On the other hand, the clues exploited to predict content words
(Nouns, Verbs, Adjectives) are mostly semantic in nature. However, the low value of Predictabil-
ity of verbs is probably due to the richness of verb conjugations in Spanish. To reduce this effect,
lemma predictability was also calculated. While adjectives and nouns are almost insensitive to
lemmatization, predictability of verbs increases substantially when lemmatized.

Overall, Predictability measured in this corpus of long texts in Spanish behaves in a rea-
sonable manner, in line with what it is expected from previous works in sentences in English,
French and German [6, 7, 15]. This gives us a very good starting point to evaluate different
computational algorithms to estimate Predictability in an automatized form. Some efforts in
this line are presented in the next section. Briefly, Predictability estimation by humans is clearly
a combination of many factors. Semantic, morphological, grammatical and syntactic relations
between the future word and its past could be involved, thus a good final algorithm must make
some use of those relations.
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Table 1: Predictability of grammatical classes

Word Type

Predictability

mean (s.e.m.)

Lemma predictability

mean (s.e.m.)

Number of responses

per word
Number
of words

Adjective 11.3% (0.9%) 11.6% (0.9%) 12.0 563
Noun 30.6% (0.8%) 30.7% (0.8%) 11.6 1875
Verb 15.5% (0.6%) 18.0% (0.6%) 11.4 1621

Article 22.2% (1.0%) 28.0% (1.0%) 11.2 705
Determinant 12.2% (1.3%) 17.4% (1.6%) 11.4 231

Pronoun 20.0% (1.2%) 23.7% (1.2%) 11.3 462
Conjunction 32.7% (1.5%) 32.7% (1.5%) 11.1 501
Preposition 37.4% (1.2%) 37.4% (1.2%) 11.1 861

TOTAL 24.2% (0.4%) 25.9% (0.4%) 11.4 6819

3 Computational estimates

As a first step into a deep description of the Predictability, we used Latent Semantic Analysis
[11, 14, 13] to predict the participants’ performance in the online experiment, as function of
history length across the text.

3.1 Methods

We used Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to measure the semantic relationship between words
that participants completed in the online experiment and the preceding words in the text. LSA is
a natural language processing technique that proposes that words with close meaning will occur at
similar frequency in texts. In short, LSA decomposes a word-by-document occurrence matrix X
- with each row corresponding to a unique word in the corpus (n) and each column corresponding
to a document (m) - by using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Then, the decomposition
(U,S,V) is reduced to k dimensions, preserving as much as possible the similarity structure
between rows, i.e., preserving the rank of the matrix X. Landauer and Dumais studied the
importance of this parameter, concluding that the optimal value of k is around 300 components
[11]. Then, LSA-distance between two words is calculated by taking the cosine of the angle
between the two vectors corresponding to the words. Values close to 1 represent very related
words while values close to 0 represent unrelated words. LSA also depends on the training
corpus from where the relation of documents and words is learned. In the present work a set of
articles from the Argentinean newspaper “Pgina 12” was used as training corpus [3] (Corpus size
326,466 documents) 1, and k=300 dimensions to trim the decomposition matrix.

In order to predict the participant’s responses we calculated the LSA-distance between each
responded word and the preceding words. These preceding words were taken from a window of
variable size (M). Then, we sum all those values into one LSA value per responded word and
window size.

We calculated the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the LSA values and the Pre-
dictability for each window size. The significance was estimated with a criterion of p-value <
0.05. The p-value was computed by transforming the correlation to create a t-statistic having
N-2 degrees of freedom, where N is the number of rows of X. This is valid for large samples. To
evaluate the validity of this assumption we compared the confidence intervals of 95% with this
procedure and with a bootstraping procedure (with 5000 replications). The bounds differed in
less than 5%, and didn’t change the significance.

1http://www.pagina12.com.ar/usuarios/anteriores.php
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3.2 Results and discussion

As a first effort in assessing the Predictability computationally, we investigated how semantic
relations with the history predicts the participant’s responses in the online experiment, as function
of the window size. We first analyzed the complete dataset of responded words (Fig 3, left, grey),
and found significant correlations for all window sizes. These correlations are slightly stronger
when we exclude function words (Fig 3, left, black), indicating that LSA captures some aspects
of the semantic relations.

On the other hand, when we include in the analysis only the words that were actually part
of the original texts (Fig 3, right, grey), no significant correlation is found for any window size.
But when we exclude function words, significance is reached for window size 10 and larger (Fig 3,
right, black). Interestingly, the LSA estimation of participant’s responses increases with history
reaching a plateau around the 100 words. This is thought to be the size of a thematic unit, the
range in which words correspond to a single semantic neighborhood.
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Figure 3: Correlation between LSA values and Predictability as function of window size. Left, all
responded words (present or not in the original text) (grey lines), and only content words (black
lines). Right, all original words (grey lines), and only content words (black lines). Error bars
represent the standard error of the correlation coefficient.

The LSA estimation of participant’s responses is better than chance even for very small value
of history like 10 words. This indicates that for better predictions of the following word, both near
and further past must be taken into account. Our dataset differs from the previous datasets used
in testing Predictability estimations in that we used longer texts. This allow us to quantitatively
evaluate the influence of larger context or the topic on the estimation.

4 Conclusions and Future Directions

In summary, we presented a dataset where participants predict the following word based on
the previous read text. This Predictability was validated studying its known relations with
some classical features of isolated word (frequency, length and grammatical category). More
interestingly, we showed that it also depends of global variables such as repetition number and
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position within the text. These global variables extend current knowledge of isolated sentences
further into the range of paragraphs and stories.

Finally, we evaluated the incorporation of LSA-distance to computationally estimate cloze
predictability in Spanish text corpus. The novelty is to evaluate the predictability of pieces of
text longer than isolated sentences, which allowed us to study not only local context but also
global semantic topics in which sentences are embedded. Actually, we observed that LSA-distance
is more relevant for window sizes larger than 10 words, while previous works evaluated shorter
contexts, using only previous word or current sentence [14].

Further efforts should be directed to incorporating not only semantic aspects but also grammar
and syntactic features as predictors. Also, we expect to improve the LSA estimation by expanding
the training corpus, in order to have LSA more representative of the whole Spanish language.
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